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	Title: Holiday Decorations from the Garden 
	Author: by Pam Wallace, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: Nothing gives your home that extra-special holiday feeling than bringing a little bit of the garden indoors.  The one thing I miss about have a "real" Christmas tree is the aroma of pine in the house.  Candles don't really replace that odor, but using fresh evergreen boughs is the perfect solution.  Even if your house is already decorated for Christmas, you might just want to add a little fresh outdoor scent to your indoor décor.  Once again, the Master Gardeners have put their heads together to bring you some of their decorating ideas from the garden.  One of the easiest table decorations Barbara Puccinelli has used is to cut branches from her evergreen trees and arrange them down the center of the table.  She then takes large green and/or red apples and cuts out just enough space on top to fit in a small votive candle.  She places them among the branches along with a large festive bow at the center of the cuttings.  This is a beautiful yet inexpensive arrangement.Susan Sevier takes leaves from the Southern magnolia tree and spray paints them gold.  Then she artfully (or casually) arranges them atop her fireplace mantle or dining room buffet.  The gold paint catches the light and makes for an elegant but natural-looking backdrop for treasured nutcrackers, multi-colored glass ornaments, or other decorations.  To add more pizzazz try winding in a length of twinkle lights and/or glittery garlands.  If you don't have access to magnolia leaves, look around your garden for other suitable replacements like large camellia or cyclamen leaves.Peggy Sullivan harvests most of the herbs from her garden in summer and fall and dries and freezes them for winter, but she also lets a few grow for her holiday turkey.  When it’s time to cook, she snips large bunches of the remaining French tarragon, basil, and sage from the garden, rinses them thoroughly, and stuffs them all into the turkey cavity along with salt, pepper, and lemon wedges.  Then she brushes the bird with butter and bakes.  This herb-harvest turkey is simple, fragrant, and delicious! Diana Pearcy makes Yule logs to give as gifts.  The Yule log tradition marked winter solstice festivals in Scandinavia and other parts of northern Europe.  In the old days a whole tree was brought into the house and burned in the fireplace.  Diana’s Yule logs are anywhere from two inches to sixteen inches in length.  The tools needed are a hammer and nail, a glue gun and glue sticks.  Materials are juniper and rosemary cuttings, redwood stems, pine cones, cinnamon sticks, candy canes, buckeye seed pods or any plant material that will last for up to three weeks.  Ribbon 1½ to 2 inches wide adds a nice touch.  Presto logs would also work for this project.  Hammer the nail in the center top of the lengthwise log.  Then hot glue the greenery on the log so it radiates out from the center (stems pointing toward center).  Pine cones are glued front-center and a ribbon is attached to the nail.  
	Page 2: Canned snow can be gently sprayed over the finished log.  Diana likes to spray a clear paint finish to help the greenery stay green. Set atop other logs in your fireplace. Or this year makes your loved ones a Christmas tree ornament.  We all treasure those special handmade ornaments from family members or close friends.  Each year Carol Iskenderian fondly hangs a special handmade ornament from her father; he whittled a piece of wood into a cylinder with a ball inside and it rolls up and down the cylinder when tilted.  These small handcrafted items get packed away at the end of the holidays and are lovingly revisited each year.The recent rains have cleaned up our bushes and shrubs.  Take a walk and clip some evergreens and berries. Instead of a large, formal type wreath, try making the much more casual but very decorative holiday swag.  Start with a stiff wire coat hanger pulled into an oblong oval shape.  Using wire, twist ties, or fishing line begin by securing the larger heavier greenery on to the coat hanger.  Then start layering and filling in the spaces with small branches, leaves, twigs, berries, pine cones, nuts, moss, or even fruit.  Add some ribbon and voila you have created a masterpiece!  Hang the hook of the hanger on a nail and you are all set.  Use your imagination or look through pictures of holiday wreaths for inspirations.  Or how about making your own small tabletop tree?  Buy a piece of cone-shaped floral foam and insert cuttings of evergreens until you have a "tree."  Once it looks full enough, add succulent cuttings, berries, and leaves from your garden.  Ornaments are not needed.  Water the greens daily to keep them looking fresh.  A festive platter underneath will protect your tabletop from moisture damage.  It’s just that easy to enjoy the outdoors in your living room this holiday season. 
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